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The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea was founded on
September 9, 1948 and as a result, a genuine people’s state was born
for the first time in the country with a long history.
The founding of the Republic was a turning point of weighty
significance in the Korean people’s life. It was because that this
country that had suffered from absence of rights and pains was turned
into an independent and sovereign state. The DPRK was turned into an
independent socialist state reflecting the popular masses’ will. This
served as an inspiring influence, a driving force of building a powerful
country which plays an important role on the worldwide scale.
The DPRK was founded in the important historic period. It was
not easy to found the Republic in that period. It was because that, at
that time, the WWII ended on the worldwide scale and the US intended
to bring its ambition of dominating Korea into reality.
History tells that this great country was founded by the
outstanding leader President Kim Il Sung who had foresightedness
and wise ideas. The President’s ideas and great exploits served as a
foundation in founding the Republic, building a modern and
progressive socialist country and safeguarding its dignity and
independence.
Since his early years, the President had regarded it as the most
important duty to defend destiny of his people. He provided the Korean

people with ideological and mental pabulum and faith that enabled the
Korean people not to yield before trials and authored the Juche idea,
the correct guiding ideology that enabled them to challenge the US, the
most atrocious force. Since the founding of the DPRK, the US has
made every desperate effort to check its development and hurt its
people’s strong will. Meanwhile, the whole world knows well that the
DPRK had challenged the imperialist forces’ reckless moves and acts
under the great leadership of President Kim Il Sung and
Chairman Kim Jong Il, and is challenging them still now under the
leadership of the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un. The imperialist
forces failed to harm the strong will of the DPRK and its people and
cannot do it in the future, too.
The DPRK was successful in the building of a powerful socialist
country. Without doubt, this proves validity of the socialist line.
Thanks to the founding of the DPRK, the Korean people began to
advance with confidence along the road of building socialism. In fact,
the DPRK has been turned into an authorized state with self-defense
capabilities on the worldwide scale and developed into a powerful
country capable of destroying and checking every attempt of
aggression by greedy fellows and aggressors. The Korean People’s
Army could perform its important and fundamental role as the main
force in building a prosperous and powerful country thanks to Songun.
The army even renders services to the completion of more important
projects in the economic construction.
The DPRK has changed all fields including the economy, society
and politics evidently and surprisingly. Attaching utmost importance to
science and technology, the DPRK registered great successes in
developing science. Though it suffered from difficulties caused by

destructive natural disasters and the hostile forces’ isolation and stifling,
the DPRK succeeded in launching the artificial satellites of different
uses by its own efforts. Beyond all doubt, this proves that the DPRK is
a country that leads the scientific and technical progress and a country
that astonishes the world and enjoys admiration of the world.
At present, the DPRK makes continuous efforts to improve the
people’s livelihood in all fields. The state provides everything
necessary for the people. Here, I would like to mention about an
important issue as an answer to the unjust and hostile falsehood
spreading about freedom in the DPRK.
All members of the society in this country are leading political
freedom and exercising their rights to their hearts’ contents. A man who
witnesses the DPRK’s reality comes to find that the DPRK people are
leading dignified life which the people in most countries of the world
dream of. What I can affirm fairly through the several visits to the
DPRK and the repeated contacts with the people of all walks of life is
that everything I wrote are based on those I personally witnessed in
reality. As a matter of fact, I did not write all that I witnessed and felt. It
is because that it needs so many pages and the achieved successes are
much bigger than those I had witnessed. This is not so astonishing one
in this country which was built on the basis of the Juche idea that
sanctifies human and gives top priority to the masses of the people. The
DPRK is a genuine people’s country that fully guarantees the people’s
rights and dignity.
Today, all people in the DPRK are firmly united around the Party
and the leader.
The world urgently demands the leaders who lead their people
along the road of freedom and dignity and can say “no” to the US

reckless and selfish attempts to divide and dominate the world in order
to seize the world wealth and properties and enslave the people. The
world needs such genuine leaders as the great Comrade Kim Jong Un
and the wise leader president Bashar Al-Assad. The world also
demands these great leaders to be shoulder to shoulder to frustrate the
US schemes, win victory and regain dignity and freedom of the people.
The great DPRK people, you will always be at the apex of victory
and prosperity as you are led by the distinguished leader
Comrade Kim Jong Un.
The victory, begun with the liberation from colonialism on August
15, 1945, will be ended with realization of the great DPRK people’s
hope to liberate completely the Korean peninsula and achieve the
national reunification.
In conclusion, we affirm with all fighters of freedom over the
world. The nation that has such leader as Comrade Kim Jong Un will
always achieve victory, prosperity and progress.
We, the Lebanon people, suffer from pains owing to terrorism by
the US and persecution by the Arab reactionaries. But we are supported
by all progressive forces of the world who love justice and peace and
aspire after independence. We extend congratulations and blessings to
you, the great DPRK people.
We offer our congratulations to you who have
Comrade Kim Jong Un who is loyal to the creative ideology and
time-honored revolutionary heritage. We also congratulate the entire
Korean people and the Workers’ Party of Korea who are following him.
We congratulate you who have the seasoned fighter with strong
will, the wise leader who leads his country to victory in spite of trials,
difficulties and sanctions by holding fast to the principle established by

President Kim Il Sung and maintained by Chairman Kim Jong Il.
The great people, let’s advance forward winning victory after
victory. The DPRK will remain as a country capable of achieving
amazing creation and development and realizing reunification of the
Korean nation against all the greedy enemy on the Korean peninsula.

